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  Fir�� of all, I would like to say that I support to add such a new block and encode

some so-called ゲバ文字. �he necessity to digitize them does exi��. But some of the char‐

a��ers in L2/24-125 may be a lit�tle bit que��ionable. I would like to devide my comments

into ��ve se��ions:

· Single-source chara��ers

· Cursive forms

· Similar shapes with Han Ideographs

· Whether to use combining marks

· About the script properties

Single-source chara��ers

  29 out of 51 chara��ers (56.86%) in that proposal have a gray background, which means

they could only be ��nded in a single source. �hese chara��ers are the mo�� que��ionable

ones. Everyone owns her/his right of publication, and if someone sel�ly created a ゲバ文字

in her/his published book, will we really accept it to be included in Unicode?

  Of course, I am not doubting that those chara��ers in the ��gures were sel�ly created by

the writers, but some extra evidences may be needed to prove that they are indeed being

used or have indeed been used in pra��ice. For example, Fig.11 shows lots of chara��ers

which are considered to be 一九六五〜一九七五年度頃の略字 (abbreviated chara��ers be‐

tween 1965 and 1975), then we may need some materials during those ten years, either

printed or hand-writ�ten, as a circum��antial evidence, otherwise we may probably not ac‐

cept them to be encoded.

Cursive forms

  Generally, Unicode encodes chara��ers but not glyphs. Although Hiragana and Katakana

are also derived from Han Ideographs, they are considered as di�ferent scripts from Han

script as a common under��anding. However, U+1AF90..U+1AF92 (perspe��ively the cursive

form of 御, 前 and 揃) in that proposal do not look like a new script but only the cur‐

sive form of Han script. From the ��gures we could know that they are only used in

hand-writ�ten texts but no printed text uses such forms. Moreover, U+1AF90 is marked as

�some variants exi��� which shows that even the glyph is not ��able. No mat�ter how com‐
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mon the usage is, whether to encode such a hand-writ�ten only ��yli��ic variant may need

further inve��igation.

  In addition, many people also write the chara��er 的 in a cursive form in Chinese texts,

because it has too many ��rokes as an extremely commonly used chara��er. I have seen

many such examples in my daily life, but I do not deliberately take photos, so I found

some examples on the Internet in��ead, as shown below:

Fig.1 ht�tps://baijiahao.baidu.com/s?id=1671455430525460287

https://baijiahao.baidu.com/s?id=1671455430525460287


Fig.2 ht�tps://image.baidu.com/search/detail?word=...

https://image.baidu.com/search/detail?word=%E9%AB%98%E4%B8%AD%E7%94%9F%E6%89%8B%E5%86%99%E5%AD%97%E4%BD%93%E5%9B%BE%E7%89%87&pn=8&spn=1&tn=baiduimagedetail


Fig.3 ht�tps://image.baidu.com/search/detail?word=...

https://image.baidu.com/search/detail?word=%E9%AB%98%E4%B8%AD%E7%94%9F%E6%89%8B%E5%86%99%E5%AD%97%E4%BD%93%E5%9B%BE%E7%89%87&pn=12&spn=0&tn=baiduimagedetail


Fig.4 ht�tps://image.baidu.com/search/detail?word=...

https://image.baidu.com/search/detail?word=%E9%AB%98%E4%B8%AD%E7%94%9F%E6%89%8B%E5%86%99%E5%AD%97%E4%BD%93%E5%9B%BE%E7%89%87&pn=36&spn=0&tn=baiduimagedetail


Fig.5 ht�tps://image.baidu.com/search/detail?word=...

  Even if some of the ��rokes are joined-up, except for 的, almo�� all the chara��ers have

a relatively clear ��ru��ure, especially in Fig.5; 的 is so cursive that it becomes only two

��rokes. In comparison, the le�� part of 的 (i.e. 白) also appears in Fig.1, Fig.4 and Fig.5,

you can see the obvious di�ference. However, nobody thinks that such a cursive ��ru��ure is

�another chara��er� and should be encoded separately.

Similar shapes with Han Ideographs

  U+1AFB5 (⿺辶チ) and U+1AFB6 (⿺辶ト) in that proposal have the similar shape

with U+8FC1 (迁 ) and ⿺辶卜 (Currently unencoded, both used in ancient China as a

https://image.baidu.com/search/detail?word=%E9%AB%98%E4%B8%AD%E7%94%9F%E6%89%8B%E5%86%99%E5%AD%97%E4%BD%93%E5%9B%BE%E7%89%87&pn=71&spn=5&tn=baiduimagedetail
https://zi.tools/zi/%E2%BF%BA%E8%BE%B6%E5%8D%9C


Liding chara��er and in Japan as a Kokuji). �his may confuse the users. Currently,

U+8FC1 is supported on all the devices with the default fonts, in comparison, ⿺辶チ may

be supported several years a��er being included in Unicode, if the users do exi��, they may

probably prefer using U+8FC1 than the newly encoded non-BMP chara��er for years.

Besides, people may use the similar shape to deceive people, which is similar to something

like �unicode.org� (two cyrillic let�ter o are used here). �his was a true occurrence that a

trending topic on Weibo used U+2F0A (⼊) in��ead of U+5165 (入) to make the search

engines unable to match the normally input sequences. Maybe we need a further discussion

on whether and how to unify these kind of chara��ers to Han Ideographs.

  My personal opinion on this que��ion is that, to encode Han-Latin Ideographs and Han-

Hiragana Ideographs to the new block, but to encode Han-Katakana Ideographs and Han-

Hangul Ideographs to CJKUI. Di�ferent from Hiragana which is derived from the cursive

��yle (草書) of Han Ideographs, Katakana is derived from the regular ��yle (楷書) of Han

Ideographs. �he ��rokes of the Katakana chara��ers are very close to Han Ideographs; and

we have already encoded so many Han-Katakana Ideographs in CJKUI blocks. Same for

the Han-Hangul Ideographs that we have already encoded so many Han-Hangul

Ideographs in CJKUI blocks, and note that, a T-source ideograph U+20B9D (⿰口丨 )

which is currently not li��ed in UTN#43 also comes from Hangul (the whole syllable 미)

according to its pronunciation and the usage as a personʼs name.

Whether to use combining marks

  �he only di�ference between U+1AFAC (⿰言コ) and U+1AFAE (⿰言ゴ) in that pro‐

posal is the kana voicing mark (◌ ,゙ U+3099). Do we have to consider to encode ⿰言ゴ

as a sequence (i.e. ⿰言コ with the kana voicing mark)?

  Fir��ly, based on the discussion hi��ory of U+318D7 (), we could see that the original

evidence contains a combining mark on the top-right corner of the ideograph. �hat com‐

bining mark is a ��yli��ic variant of U+16FF1 (◌ 𖿱 ). At the beginning, the glyph in the

dra�� codecharts contained that mark, but it was removed a��er the discussion - in conclu‐

sion, it was encoded as a sequence U+318D7 U+16FF1.

  Secondly, the kana voicing mark is not solely used with Hiragana and Katakana. We can

see the usage with Bopomofo (to indicate some voiced initials in some diale��s), as well

as the usage with Han Ideographs:

https://zi.tools/zi/%E2%BF%BA%E8%BE%B6%E5%8D%9C
https://m.163.com/dy/article/HJBI78BF0512JILG.html
https://www.unicode.org/notes/tn43/tn43-2.pdf#page=26
https://www.unicode.org/notes/tn43/tn43-2.pdf#page=8
https://www.cns11643.gov.tw/wordView.jsp?ID=991542
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2017/app/?id=01692
https://zh.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E6%B3%A8%E9%9F%B3%E7%AC%A6%E8%99%9F#%E6%BC%A2%E8%AA%9E%E6%97%8F%E8%AA%9E%E8%A8%80%E6%93%B4%E5%85%85%E7%AC%A6%E8%99%9F


Fig.6 仮名草子『可笑記』

  In Fig.6, the kana voicing mark is used with the Han Ideograph 不 to indicate that its

pronunciation should be ぶ in��ead of a normal ふ . �he context is 不儀理不行義 , so it

mu�� be a Han Ideograph 不 but not a Hiragana ふ.

  From these two examples, we may consider to encode the chara��ers without the kana

voicing mark. Also for U+1AFA8 (⿰言ギ), U+1AFB8 (⿱ド寸) and U+1AFB9 (⿱龸ド).

About the script properties

  For such kind of Hybrid-script Ideographs, we may need to discuss about the script

properties in Unicode if to be encoded. My sugge��ion is that, all of them should have

Script=�Common�, and Script_Extension=�Hani Latn� or �Hani Hira� or �Hani Kana� or

�Hang Hani�.

(End of document)

https://twitter.com/terada50397416/status/1491991193634291715



